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Fundamentals

Throwing

6A, All Throwing Progression- Begin with wrist snaps from ~10 feet, back up & proceed to trunk

rotations, back up & step into each throw, next receive and throw with shuffle of the feet, back

up further & finish with long toss. Perform nearly every practice & game and Make every

throw count. Can incorporate ground balls, quick release & crow hops into the progression.

6I, 8, 10 Underhand Flips- 

10I, 13 Dart Throw Progression- Begin with wrist snaps, proceed to snaps with players jogging in 

place, next form two lines facing each other, players throw & follow their throw to the end of

the line. Finally, introduce a base runner caught in the pickle.

13A Crow Hop Progression- Begin with footwork (no ball), next add a ball in glove with throw,

next, have player scoop a stationary ball, hop & throw, finish with thrown bouncing and fly balls

Fielding

8B, 10, 13 Every Days- Basic small space drills to develop muscle memory, done quickly & repeated

often. Best done with a partner, younger ages may require a coach. Examples: rolling grounders

straight on, to forehand, to backhand; underhand flips, backhand flips, dart throws.

13A Drop Step Progression- Demonstrate proper opening of the hips and running with eyes on the 

ball. Next, have players drop left or right based on signal from the coach, then add a softly thrown

ball for players to track and catch. Finish with a batted or thrown ball to catch from distance.

Batting

6B, All Tee Drills- 

   Big Ball- Use a soccer ball sized target to focus young players on swing mechanics without 

   distraction caused by failing to make contact with the ball.

   Step in Drill- Emphasize hip rotation by having batter walk into the box (right foot then left) and 

    exagerate load position.

   Knee to Knob- Have batter bring their knee up to the knob of the bat prior to swinging, 

    loading the batter prior to rotation.

   One Handed swings- Isolate the motion of each arm. Use a lighter bat or choke up on bat.

   High Tee- Raise tee to highest level or set on a bucket. Work on keeping hands high through

   contact.

   Two Tee- Use a second tee & ball to emphasize a level swing through the strikezone.

   Strikezone Placement Drills- Not every pitch is down the middle, teach approach to inside &

    outside pitches.

   Approach, Approach, Approach, Swing- Have batter approach the ball with bat 3 times at 

   half speed before striking ball with a full swing.

Front Toss- Toss ball from shortened distance to work on swing mechanics & timing, minimizing

bad pitches.

8, 10, 13 Side Toss- Toss tennis balls from the side & have player hit into a fence or net with a full swing.



Base Running

6I, 8C Base Rounding- Demonstrate & practice rounding of the bases.

Sliding Progression- Two coaches hold either end of a bat at chest level. The player grips bat

with both hands, shoulder width apart and then walks through a slide while supporting weight with

the bat. Proceed to half & 3/4 speed. Finish with full speed slides (no bat). Emphasize hands up,

legs in figure 4 position & sliding on both cheeks.

Fun

All Relay race around the bases- Split the group into teams A & B. Half of team A goes to 1B &

the remaining start at 3B. Team B is on HP & 2B. Balls are used as batons for the race. Start the 

team A ball at 2B & the team B ball at HP. Race ends one team catches the other on the base path.

For advanced players, allow players to underhand flip the baton on exchanges.

6, 8, 10 Outfield chase competition- Split into 2 teams, the home team places one 'fielder' on 1B and one

fielder on 3B. Visiting team has one 'batter' at HP. Coach throws a ball deep into the outfield as the 

batter begins rounding the bases. Both fielders race to touch the ball with points scored based on

how far the batter reaches before both fielders touch the ball. Eg. Between 1B & 2B = 1 point, 

between 3B & HP = 3 points. Advanced variation: have fielding team throw the ball to HP with one

fielder serving as the cutoff.

All Bucket challenge- Kids love knocking down buckets with a thrown ball. Throw from a ground 

ball, underhand flip, pop up, or catcher's position to make the challenge more game like.

10A, 13 Lead off races- Set up 2 or more 1Bs & have girls compete in short races. The start of the race 

should correspond to division rules. Have a coach or player serve as pitcher & catcher. 

Advanced variation: finish each race with a slide into the base.

Team

10C, 13 Four Corners with Runners- Place a fielder at each base, throw ball from home to 1B to 2B to

3B & back to home (tag runner out). Now have a runner race the ball around the bases. Focus on

tounding bases, accurate throws (footwork) and blocking any bad throws. Variations: change 

direction/order of throws, start ball with a pitcher, runners start from 1B. Split team in two and

compete for runs scored.

13B Ground Balls with interference- Two or more players at 1B, 2B, SS & 3B. Coach hits ball to SS

who throws to 1B and follows in baseline to 1B, trying to obscure view of 2B who receives next

grounder and throws to 3B. 2B follows throw, obscuring play at SS. After receiving throw, 1B drops

ball into a bucket and joins line at 2B. 3B joins line at SS after receiving throw. 

6, 8, 10B Tee Ball Scrimmage- Split roster into 3 teams A, B & C. Team A hits while B & C field. Keep

score as batting team focuses on smart baserunning & defending teams focus on fielding & ball

security.

10B, 13 Soft Toss Scrimmage- Scrimmage 9 v 9 or 3 v 3 v 3 (6 in the field) with all pitching done by a

with soft toss (from side) emphasis on fielding decisions, base running & ball management.

10C, 13 Zig Zag throw- Arrange players in two lines, throw the ball in a zigzag pattern from one end of 

the line to the next. Players should call for ball, step into each catch & focus on quick release. Race

to advance 6 balls from one end or the other or have ball race the coach as you walk from beginning

of the line to the end.



Warm Up Games and Drills

Name game toss- Arrange players into a small circle with no glove, call out a name and player

with the ball tosses to her. Repeat until players learn teammates names. Elimination round- player

takes a knee if she gets a name wrong, drops the ball or makes a bad throw.

Baserunning Warm Up- Line the team up at home plate, have each girl run to 1B (grounder) &

jog back to the line, next have each girl run to 1B with round & look (single) & jog back, next double

slide into 2B?, next 3B, finish with HR. Coach proper rounding of bases.


